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Motivation

- η' production cross-sections
- pp FSI
- Nη' interaction
- η' mesic nuclei
COSY-11 setup

cluster target
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drift chambers
Principle of measurement

\[ p \, p \rightarrow p \, p \, \eta' \]

\( \eta' \) meson

Determination of the total width of the \( \eta' \) meson

Detector system upgrade
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Detector system upgrade
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Luminosity determination

Comparison with differential cross-section for elastically scattered pp from EDDA collaboration
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Background subtraction
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η' counting
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[Graphs showing missing mass distribution with events/100keV on the y-axis and missing mass [GeV/c^2] on the x-axis.]
η' counting
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η' counting
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Result and plans
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THEORY (pp FSI only)
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